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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the problem of decoding
network coded correlated data when the decoder does not receive
sufficient information for exact decoding. We propose an iterative
decoding algorithm based on belief propagation that efficiently
exploits the data correlation and provides approximate recon-
struction of the sources when conventional decoding methods
fail. The dependencies among the sources are captured by means
of a factor graph. A simple noise model is used in order to
describe the pairwise source relationships. The decoding decision
is based on MAP estimates that are inferred by message passing
over the underlying factor graph. Performance evaluation of the
proposed decoding algorithm on correlated data sets consisting of
video sequences confirms the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
Simulation results show that high quality reconstruction can be
achieved even if significant amount of network coded information
is missing at the decoder.

Index Terms—Network coding, correlated sources, message
passing, factor graph.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Network coding has been extensively studied in the frame-
work of distributed data delivery systems, where network
coding can increase the throughput of networks. Theoreti-
cally, the min-cut max-flow bound can even be attained in a
multicast setting if information is processed in the network
instead of simply being relayed to the end-users. Network
coding algorithms provide also robustness to losses. However,
while many research efforts have focused on the design of
network codes, only few works have addressed the problem of
recovering the network coded data when the available network
coded information is not sufficient for perfect decoding. In
some applications like multimedia communications, informa-
tion may still be useful even if data is not perfectly recovered.
The inability of conventional decoding methods to provide
approximate recovery of the sources diminishes the advantages
of network coding in such cases.

Motivated by the demand for approximate decoding meth-
ods, we propose an iterative decoding algorithm based on
message passing, which permits to reconstruct the source
data when part of the network coded information is lost.
Typically, prior information on the sources such as correlation
can be exploited at the decoder to compensate for the missing
network coded data. Our scenario consists of a set of correlated
sources that transmit source symbols over a network where
intermediate nodes perform randomized network coding. The
network coded data is gathered at the receivers that providean
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approximate reconstruction of the original source data when
the network coded data is not sufficient for exact source recov-
ery. We design a message passing algorithm that exploits prior
information about sources in order to provide an approximate
reconstruction of the data. The algorithm operates on a factor
graph that encapsulates the network coding constraints and
the source models and dependencies. Such graphical model
permits to efficiently infer the approximate MAP (maximum
a posteriori) probabilities that are used for decoding. Another
important feature of the graphical representation is that it
permits to unify in a single model constraints that are ex-
pressed in different domains,i.e., Galois field and field of
real numbers. Simulation results demonstrate that our proposed
method efficiently exploits the prior information on the sources
and permits data recovery with small approximation errors.

The first theoretical results on network coding for correlated
sources were presented in [1], where the authors provide upper
bounds on the probability of decoding error as a function
of network parameters for two arbitrarily correlated sources
in a general network. Early attempts to provide a practical
implementation of joint source and network coding are de-
scribed in [2]. However, the proposed scheme is sub-optimal
and addresses only the case of two correlated sources related
by a Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC). The design of optimal
network codes for joint distributed source and network coding
in a sensor network scenario is studied in [3]. The goal of the
method is to optimize the tradeoff between the compression
efficiency and the network robustness; the complexity of
the solution in [3], however, grows exponentially with the
size of the network. The first low-complexity approximate
decoding algorithm [4] exploits the data similarity between the
correlated sources in order to provide the missing information
to the decoder. It is shown that there exists an optimal field size
that leads to the highest approximate decoding performance.
Another joint source-network decoding scheme for multiple
description coded data is presented in [5]. The reconstruction
of the data is formulated as a mixed integer quadratic program-
ming and a good robustness to missing packets is observed.
Most similar to our work is the framework in [6], where the
authors propose a maximum a posteriori decoder based on the
sum-product algorithm. However, the method in [6] requires
a priori knowledge about the traversed network nodes and
edges’ transition probabilities, which is problematic in large
scale networks. Contrarily, our scheme does not need any
knowledge of the underlying network structure, since all the
network constraints are reflected in the coding coefficientsthat



are transmitted along with the network coded data. Thus, the
complexity of the algorithm does not depend on the network
size and our method is suitable for any arbitrary network.

II. FRAMEWORK

A. System setup

We consider the system illustrated in Fig. 1. Let
S1, S2, . . . , SN be a set ofN correlated sources. The sources
produce a set of discrete symbolsx1, x2, . . . , xN that are
transmitted to the receivers through an overlay network, where
intermediate nodes perform random linear network coding
(RLNC). The source symbols belong to a finite alphabet
X ⊂ Z, which is a subset of integer numbers and is common
for all the sources. Without loss of generality, we assume that
X = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}, whereq is a prime or a power of a
prime number.

Prior to transmission, the source symbols are mapped to
values x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂N in a Galois field of sizeq through a
one-to-one mappingF : X → GF(q), such that

x̂n = F [xn], n = 1, . . . , N, x̂n ∈ GF(q) (1)

The source symbols are then transmitted to the receivers
through the intermediate network nodes. The nodes perform
RLNC and forward on the output links random linear com-
binations of the input symbols. Thus, thel-th network coded
symbol ŷl that reaches the receiver can be written as

ŷl =

N
∑

i=1

alix̂i (2)

where ali ∈ GF(q) and all the arithmetic operations are
performed in the GF(q). The coding coefficients at every
intermediate node are chosen randomly according to a uniform
distribution from elements of the GF(q) and the global coding
vectors al = (al1, al2, . . . , alN ) are sent along with the
network coded symbols to the receiver. In practice, in order
to reduce the overhead introduced by the coding coefficients,
several source symbols can be concatenated in a single packet
and the same coding coefficient can be used for all the symbols
within a packet.

The receiver collects a set ofL network coded symbols
represented by a vector̂y = (ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷL)T such that

ŷ = Ax̂ (3)

where A is a L × N matrix of coding coefficients{ali}
and x̂ = (x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂N )T is the vector of source symbols
represented in GF(q). Given the vector of network coded
symbolsŷ and the matrix of coding coefficientsA, the decoder
at the receiver provides an estimationx̂

∗ of the vector̂x which
is subsequently mapped to the estimationx

∗ of the vector
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN )T of source symbols through the inverse
mappingF−1 : GF(q) → X , such that

x∗
n = F−1[x̂∗

n], n = 1, 2, . . . , N (4)

wherex̂∗
n ∈ GF(q) andx∗

n ∈ X .
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Fig. 1: Proposed framework.

If the matrix of coding coefficientsA is full rank, the source
symbols can be perfectly decoded. However, if the number
of linearly independent network coded symbols is smaller
than N , conventional decoding methods, such as Gaussian
elimination, generally cannot recover any source symbol. In
the rest of the paper, we will deal with the case where only a
non full rank matrixA is available at the decoder. We design a
decoding method that allows approximate reconstruction ofthe
sources based on some prior information about source models
and correlation.

B. Source and correlation model

The symbolxn produced by then-th source can be regarded
as a realization of a discrete random variableXn. Thus, we
represent the sourceSn by the random variableXn with
probability mass functionfn(x) : X → [0, 1]. Equivalently,̂xn

is the realization of the discrete random variablêXn that
takes values in GF(q) and has the probability mass function
f̂n(x̂) : {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} → [0, 1], such that

f̂n(x̂) = fn(F−1(x̂)), x̂ ∈ GF(q) (5)

The correlation between any pair of sourcesSk and Sn

(k < n), is modeled as correlation noiseEkn

Xk = Xn + Ekn (6)

Thus, the signal generated by sourceSn can be viewed as
a noisy version of the signal generated by sourceSk. For
the sake of simplicity, we replace the double indexkn with
the single indexi and useEi instead ofEkn throughout
the paper. By definition, the random variableEi is a dis-
crete random variable whose realizationei takes values in
the setE = {−q + 1, . . . , 0, . . . , q − 1} ⊂ Z. We denote as
gi(e) : E → [0, 1] the probability mass function of the random
variable Ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , M , where M is the number of
correlated source pairs.

The number of correlated source pairs depends on the
considered application. In general, the pairwise correlation
dependencies between the sources are captured with the help
of a M × N matrix C, such that

e = Cx (7)

where e is the realization of the random vectorE =
(E1, E2, . . . , EM )T of correlation noise terms andx is
the vector of source symbols. It holds thatrank(C) ≤
min(M, N). Wheneverrank(C) < M , any M − rank(C)
correlation noise terms can be expressed as linear combina-
tions of the remaining correlation noise terms. Thus, there
exists a(M − rank(C)) × M matrix H , such that

He = 0 (8)



C. Source reconstruction

Upon receiving a set ofL network coded symbols and the
matrix A of coding coefficients, the goal of the decoder is to
provide a good reconstructionx∗ of the source symbolsx.
When rank(A) = N , sufficient information is available for
exact recovery of the source symbols by means of Gaussian
elimination for example. However, whenrank(A) < N , exact
reconstruction methods are not applicable, since part of the
information required for exact reconstruction is missing.In
this case, the source symbolxn can be approximated by the
MAP estimate

x∗
n = argmax

x
fn(x/ŷ) (9)

wherefn(x/ŷ) is the MAP probability mass function of the
random variableXn conditioned on the observed vector of
network coded symbolŝy.

However, the exact inference of the MAP probability mass
functionsfn(x/ŷ) has exponential complexity and is known
to be NP-hard [7]. Moreover, in many applications the decoder
does not have access to the exact priors and joint probability
mass functions of the correlated sources. Since we are not
interested in the exact computation offn(x/ŷ), but rather
in a good approximation of these functions that would yield
the correct reconstruction of the source symbols, the exact
inference can be replaced by approximate inference on an
appropriate graphical model that captures all the dependencies
between the variables.

In the following section, we provide a detailed description
of the way we construct the graphical model that incorporates
the knowledge that is available at the decoder. We also present
our message passing algorithm that allows to approximate
the marginal conditional probability mass functions of the
variables and obtain an approximate reconstruction of the
sources.

III. I TERATIVE DECODING VIA MESSAGE PASSING

We now present our iterative message passing algorithm
for decoding of network coded correlated data. The algorithm
operates on a factor graph that captures the relationships
between the variables and uses prior information about the
sources in order to provide an approximate reconstruction
of the data. We build a belief propagation algorithm for
solving the approximate decoding problem from Eq. (9).
Belief propagation [8] is an efficient algorithm for performing
(approximate) inference and computing marginal distributions
in graph-based models. In the following, we will assume that
apart from the vector̂y and the matrixA that are available
at the decoder, the decoder is aware of the probability mass
functions f̂n(x̂) and gi(e), as well as of the matrixC that
represents the variables’ dependencies.

A. Factor graph representation

Fig. 2 illustrates the factor graph that captures the structure
of the decoding problem. The graph is a bipartite graph that
consists of variable nodes and check nodes. The variable
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Fig. 2: Factor graph for the proposed decoding algorithm.

nodes are the unknowns of our problem. The check nodes
represent the constraints imposed on the variables they are
associated with. The variable nodes can be further categorized
into two types of nodes: thex-nodes that represent the source
symbols (defined in GF(q)) and thee-nodes that represent the
correlation noise variables (defined inE ⊂ Z). Similarly, there
are three types of check nodes in the factor graph: then-check
nodes that describe the network coding constraints, thec-check
nodes that link every pair of correlated source symbols to the
corresponding correlation noise term and theh-check nodes
that capture the dependencies between the noise variables.

The connections between the check nodes and the variable
nodes are built in the following way. Everyn-check node
corresponds to a network coded symbol. An edge between
the l-th n-check node and then-th x-node exists if then-th
source symbol participates in thel-th network coded symbol,
i.e., aln 6= 0. Every c-check corresponds to one pair of
correlated sources. Thej-th c-check is connected to thei-
th e-node and twox-nodesm and n (m < n), such that
cim = −cin 6= 0. The number ofc-check nodes is equal to the
number ofe-nodes. Finally, everyh-check node represents the
dependencies between the correlation noise variables. Thus, an
edge between thek-th h-check node and thei-th e-node exists
if the corresponding entry in thek-th row of matrixH is non
zero, i.e., Hki 6= 0. Note that the matrixH can be easily
computed if the matrixC is known. We will henceforth refer
to a node that is connected to the nodei asneighbourof i.

It is worth noting that one of the advantages of such a
graphical representation is the unification of two different
types of variables (̂X and E) defined in different domains
(GF(q) andE ⊂ Z, respectively) in a single model.

B. Message passing algorithm

Table I summarizes the notation used throughout this sec-
tion. The algorithm starts with the initialization step. Atthis
step, the messages sent from thex-variable nodes and thee-
variable nodes are initialized with the prior probability mass
functions of the source symbols and correlation noise, respec-
tively. All the messages from the check nodes are initialized
to ones.

Once the initialization step is completed, the algorithm pro-
ceeds with the iterations during which messages are exchanged
among the factor graph nodes and the beliefs are formed in
the nodes. In particular, at every iteration of the algorithm,



the messagesqnl(a), a ∈ GF(q) are updated in the following
way:

qnl(a) = αnlf̂n(a)
∏

j∈(L(n)∪J (n))\l

µjn(a) (10)

where

µjn(a) =

{

rjn(a), if j ∈ L(n)

tjn(a), if j ∈ J (n)
(11)

They represent the probability (belief) that source symbolx̂n

has the valuea, given the information obtained from all the
neighbours other than the check nodel.

Similarly, the messagessij(b), b ∈ E represent the proba-
bility (belief) that the correlation noise termei has the valueb,
given the information obtained from all the neighbours other
than the check nodej. They are updated according to the
following expression

sij(b) = βijgi(b)
∏

k∈(J ′(i)∪K(i))\j

νki(b) (12)

where

νki(b) =

{

uki(b), if k ∈ J ′(i)

vki(b), if k ∈ K(i)
(13)

The normalization constantsαnl andβij are chosen such that
∑q−1

a=0 qnl(a) = 1 and
∑q−1

b=−q+1 sij(b) = 1, respectively.
Once the messages from the variable nodes to the check

nodes have been computed, we update the messages in the
opposite direction. The messagesrln(a), a ∈ GF(q) from the
n-check nodes to the variablex-nodes represent the probability
that the checkl is satisfied if the value of the source symbol
x̂n is set toa, given the messages from all the variablex-nodes
other thann. They are updated as:

rln(a) =
∑

{x̂:x̂n=a,ŷl=Alx̂}

∏

n′∈N (l)\n

qn′l(x̂n′) (14)

whereAl denotes thel-th row of the matrixA. The summation
is performed over all the vectorŝx that satisfy the condition
on the l-th n-check node and have the valuea at the n-th
position. The product term represents the probability of one
such vector given the probability distributions (beliefs)from
the variable nodes. The quantity in Eq. (14) can be efficiently
computed using the method provided in [9].

The messagestjn(a), a ∈ GF(q) from thec-check nodes to
the variablex-nodes can be computed as

tjn(a) =
∑

{(x̂m,ei):ei=cimx̂m+cina}

qmj(x̂m)sij(ei) (15)

wherem ∈ M(j)\n, i ∈ M′(j). Recall that everyc-check
node has twox-node and onee-node neighbours. Thus, the
summation is done over all the pairs of values(x̂m, ei), such
that thei-th row of the matrixC is satisfied for a given value
a of the variablex̂n. Similarly, the messagesuji(b), b ∈ E
from thec-check nodes to the variablee-nodes are:

uji(b) =
∑

{(x̂m,x̂n):b=cimx̂m+cinx̂n}

qmj(x̂m)qnj(x̂n) (16)

TABLE I: Notation.

qnl(a)
messages sent from the variablex-noden

to the check nodel

sij(b)
messages sent from the variablee-nodei to
the check nodej

rln(a)
messages sent from then-check nodel to
the variablex-noden

tjn(a)
messages sent from thec-check nodej to
the variablex-noden

uji(b)
messages sent from thec-check nodej to
the variablee-nodei

vki(b)
messages sent from theh-check nodek to
the variablee-nodei

L(n) = {l : aln 6= 0}
all then-check nodes that are neighbours of
the x-noden

J (n) = {j : cjn 6= 0}
all the c-check nodes that are neighbours of
the x-noden

J ′(i) = {j}
the c-check node that is connected to the
e-nodei

K(i) = {k : hki 6= 0}
all theh-check nodes that are neighbours of
the e-nodei

N (l) = {n : aln 6= 0}
all the variablex-nodes that are neighbours
of the n-check nodel

M(j) = {m : cjm 6= 0}
all the variablex-nodes that are neighbours
of the c-check nodej

M′(j) = {i}
the e-node that is connected to thec-check
nodej

I(k) = {i : hki 6= 0}
all the variablee-nodes that are neighbours
of the h-check nodek

where m, n ∈ M(j) and the summation is performed over
all the pairs of values(x̂m, x̂n) such that thei-th row of the
matrix C is satisfied for a given valueb of the noiseei.

Finally, the messages from theh-check nodes to the variable
e-nodes are calculated according to the following equation:

vki(b) =
∑

{e:ei=b,Hke=0}

∏

i′∈I(k)\i

si′k(ei′) (17)

where Hk stands for thek-th row of the matrixH . The
summation is done over all the vectorse such thatei = b
and thek-th h-check node is satisfied.

We employ the parallel schedule for the message update
procedure, which implies that all the messages at the variable
nodes are updated concurrently given the messages received
from the check nodes at a previous stage. Similarly, all check
nodes update and send their messages simultaneously. Other
message passing schedules can be considered (i.e., serial),
however, they are not studied in this paper.

C. Decoding

At the end of each message passing round, the variable
nodes form their beliefs on the marginal conditional probabil-
ity mass functions of the variableŝXn andEi, and the values
of the variables are tentatively set to

x̂∗
n = argmax

a
f̂n(a)

∏

l∈L(n)

rln(a)
∏

j∈J (n)

tjn(a) (18)

e∗i = argmax
b

gi(b)
∏

j∈J ′(i)

uji(b)
∏

k∈K(i)

vki(b) (19)

If these values satisfy the constraints of the reconstruction,
namelyŷ = Ax̂

∗ ande
∗ = Cx

∗, wherex
∗ = F−1[x̂∗], the



solution is considered valid. In this case, the decoding stops
and the decoder outputs the corresponding solution. If a valid
solution is not found after the maximum number of iterations
has been reached, the decoder declares an error and outputs
the solution obtained at the last iteration.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We now provide the experimental evaluation of the proposed
decoding method. For our tests we use the QCIF format video
sequences “Silent” and “Foreman”. Each frame in the se-
quences corresponds to a144×176 grayscale image with pixel
values in the range[0, 255]. We extractN consecutive frames
from each sequence and assume that the data transmitted by
each source in Fig. 1 corresponds to a different video frame.In
order to minimize the overhead induced by the network coding
coefficients, the sequence of transmitted source symbols is
divided into groups of symbols and the same coding operations
are applied to all the symbols within a group.

We conduct two sets of experiments. First, we consider
the transmission of uncompressed images in pixel domain.
In the second experiment, we simulate the transmission of
DCT transformed images quantized with the JPEG standard
quantization matrices.

A. Performance in pixel domain

In pixel domain, the pixel values generated by the sources
are directly mapped to Galois field values and transmitted over
the network to the receiver. At the receiver, the network coded
symbols are decoded with the proposed iterative message
passing algorithm and mapped back to pixel values.

The temporal correlationgi(e) between the frames in the
video sequences is modeled with a zero mean discrete Lapla-
cian distribution [10]. This model is similar to the one usedin
Distributed Video Coding (DVC) [11], where the correlation
noise between the original frame and the side information is
commonly considered to have Laplacian distribution (both in
pixel and DCT transform domains).

The discrete probability mass functionsf̂n(x̂) are estimated
from the histograms of the images and are represented as
vectors ofq values. To further enhance the performance of the
system in pixel domain, we take advantage of the smoothness
and the spatial correlation that characterizes our data. We
exploit this prior knowledge on the data to modify the models
of the sources that we provide to the decoder. When a pixel is
decoded independently of the neighbouring pixels, the actual
probability mass functions of the sources are used. However,
when one or more neighbouring pixels have been decoded,
we replace the actual probability mass function with a sum of
gaussian functions, which are centered at the neighbouring
pixel values. With this simple modification we reduce the
search space and significantly speed up the convergence of the
algorithm without adding complexity in terms of additional
nodes in the factor graph. We assume that the correlation
information and the source distributions are available at the
decoder as side information.

(a) Original images

(b) PSNR = 26.6 dB

(c) PSNR = 27.7 dB

Fig. 3: (a) Original images represented with 8 bits per pixel
and images represented with (b) 7 and (c) 6 bits per pixel after
reconstruction with the proposed message passing algorithm.

In Fig. 3, we present illustrative results of decoding with the
proposed message passing algorithm in pixel domain for the
Silent QCIF sequence. The number of sources is set toN = 3.
We assume that for every triplet of pixels onlyL = 2 network
coded symbols are available at the decoder,i.e., the decoding
is performed with only2/3 of the information that is necessary
for exact source reconstruction. The maximum number of
iterations performed by the decoder for one triplet of source
symbols is set to 500. Figs. 3b and 3c show the images
that were generated by sources with 7 and 6 bits per source
symbols, respectively, and reconstructed with the proposed
decoding algorithm. The quantized images were obtained from
the original images with pixel values in the range[0, 255]
(Fig. 3a) by discarding one and two less significant bits,
respectively. The corresponding GFs, where network coding
was performed, have sizeq = 27 and q = 26, respectively.
We can observe that the proposed algorithm achieves high
visual quality reconstruction despite the fact that 1/3 of the
information required for exact decoding is lost. We can notice
that fewer errors are present in the reconstruction of images
represented with 6 bits compared to the images represented
with 7 bits, where the majority of the errors appear close to
the edges. This can be attributed to the fact that quantization
increases the smoothness in terms of both spatial and temporal
correlation. The results for the Foreman QCIF sequence are
similar and are omitted due to lack of space.

The performance of the proposed decoding scheme with
respect to the percent of correctly decoded pixels is given in
Table II.A for Silent and Foreman QCIF sequences. The results
are averages of 30 realizations. The quantization leveln corre-
sponds to the number of less significant bits discarded from the
original non quantized images. We can see that the decoding
performance is worse for the Foreman QCIF sequence which



PSNR = 22.9 dB PSNR = 23.3 dB PSNR =20.40 dB

Fig. 4: First decoded frame of the Silent sequence for different
quality levels: Q = 10 (left), Q = 30 (middle) and Q = 60
(right).

is due to the higher motion,i.e., lower temporal correlation
compared to the Silent sequence. Moreover, for the Silent
QCIF sequence, the performance in terms of the number of
correctly decoded pixels degrades after reaching a maximum
value as the number of discarded bitsn increases. This is due
to the fact that a very coarse quantization reduces the temporal
and spatial correlation causing more decoding errors.

B. Performance in DCT domain

For transmission in DCT transform domain, an8 × 8 two-
dimesional Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is first applied
on image blocks of8 × 8 pixels. The DCT coefficients are
then quantized using the JPEG standard quantization matrices
and the resulting quantized coefficients are mapped to values
in GF and transmitted over the network. At the receiver,
the quantized coefficients are recovered from the network
coded symbols and decompressed using the same quantization
matrices. Finally, inverse DCT is applied to transform the
images back to pixel domain.

The correlation noise between a pair of transformed images
is modeled again with a zero mean discrete Laplacian distribu-
tion. However, contrarily to the pixel domain, in DCT domain
the correlation noise is modeled for every DCT frequency
band independently. Thus, for an8 × 8 DCT transform, 64
parameters per pair of sources need to be estimated, one
for every frequency band. For the low frequency bands, the
distribution of the DCT coefficientŝfn(x̂) is modeled with a
discrete uniform distribution. For the high frequency bands,
the probability mass function of the DCT coefficients is
approximated with a gaussian distribution. Note that the spatial
smoothness condition does not hold in the transform domain,
so in this case every symbol is decoded independently of the
others. We assume that the parameters of the correlation and
source models are available as side information at the decoder.

Results that demonstrate the visual quality of decoded
frames in DCT domain are presented in Fig. 4. The simulation
parameters are the same as for the pixel domain,i.e., N = 3,
L = 2 and the maximum number of iterations set to 500. The
quality levelQ determines the level of compression applied to
the original images. Higher values ofQ correspond to lower
amounts of compression. As the quality level increases, the
visual quality of decoded images tends to decrease because
of the reduction in the amount of correlation. Table II.B
presents the percent of correctly decoded DCT coefficients for
different quality levelsQ. It is worth noting that though the

TABLE II: Percent of correctly decoded symbols (%).

A. Pixel domain.

n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Silent 94.4 97.0 97.5 98.8 98.6 98.1 97.8

Foreman 65.1 71.7 78.7 85.2 89.8 91.5 93.2

B. DCT domain.

Q 10 20 30 40 50 60
Silent 99.8 99.6 99.7 99.4 99.0 99.4

Foreman 99.3 98.8 97.5 98.1 97.3 98.2

percent of correctly decoded DCT coefficients is in general
higher compared to the percent of correctly decoded pixels,
the achieved quality in terms of PSNR is lower than in the
pixel domain, since one erroneously decoded DCT coefficient
causes errors to all the pixels of the corresponding8×8 block
and leads to significant degradation of the PSNR.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed an iterative message passing algorithm
for decoding of network coded correlated data. The correlation
of the source data is exploited at the decoder in order to
compensate for the missing network coded information and
to permit approximate recovery of the sources. The proposed
algorithm operates on a factor graph that captures the network
coding constraints as well as the correlation between the
sources. We have demonstrated through simulations that the
proposed decoding method is highly effective and is capableof
providing a good approximation of the original sources even
when 1/3 of the necessary network coded data is missing.
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